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mindsets that got her there. In this book, she
uncovers the myths popularized by our selfobsessed culture, reveals where they manifest in
politics and the church, and dismantles them
with biblical truth and practical wisdom.
The Wall Around Your Heart - Mary E DeMuth
2013-10-22
Family members hurt us. Friends betray us.
Fellow Christians deceive us. But Jesus provides
a path through the pain—the Lord’s Prayer. In
The Wall Around Your Heart, Mary DeMuth
shows you that you can reach wholeness and
healing in the aftermath of painful relationships
by following the road map of the Lord’s Prayer.
You’ll walk through story after story of hurt
people who are led through biblical truth into
amazing, life-sustaining, joyful growth. Life is
hard. People can be mean and petty and awful.
But they can also be amazing and beautiful and
sacrificial. God is good. He is faithful. You can
trust him with your relationships. “He’ll send
people to call out what is hard in your heart,”
Mary shares. “And that’s a gift to you.” Allow
God to access the wall around your heart. Dare
to say, “Tear down the bricks, Lord, whatever it
takes.” Pray first. Ask for bravery—for yourself
and for others. Risk engaging despite your hurt.
Seek the shelter of Jesus. You don’t have to
resign yourself to your wounds! You can rise
above the pain. You’ll usher in a new life—an
openhearted way of relating to others that
expands the kingdom of God. In the process,
you’ll draw closer to Jesus, be healed, and

You're Not Enough (And That's Okay) - Allie
Beth Stuckey 2020-08-11
From one of the sharpest Christian voices of her
generation and host of the podcast Relatable
comes a framework for escaping our culture of
trendy narcissism—and embracing God instead.
We're told that the key to happiness is self-love.
Instagram influencers, mommy bloggers, selfhelp gurus, and even Christian teachers promise
that if we learn to love ourselves, we'll be
successful, secure, and complete. But the
promise doesn't deliver. Instead of feeling
fulfilled, our pursuit of self-love traps us in an
exhausting cycle: as we strive for selfacceptance, we become addicted to selfimprovement. The truth is we can't find
satisfaction inside ourselves because we are the
problem. We struggle with feelings of
inadequacy because we are inadequate. Alone,
we are not good enough, smart enough, or
beautiful enough. We're not enough--period. And
that's okay, because God is. The answer to our
insufficiency and insecurity isn't self-love, but
God's love. In Jesus, we're offered a way out of
our toxic culture of self-love and into a joyful life
of relying on him for wisdom, satisfaction, and
purpose. We don't have to wonder what it's all
about anymore. This is it. This book isn't about
battling your not-enoughness; it's about
embracing it. Allie Beth Stuckey, a Christian,
conservative new mom, found herself at the
dead end of self-love, and she wants to help you
combat the false teachings and self-destructive
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become an agent of healing to others.
For the Love International Edition - Thomas
Thomas Nelson 2015-07-30
The majority of our joys, struggles, thrills, and
heartbreaks relate to people, beginning first
with ourselves and then the people we came
from, married, birthed, live by, live for, go to
church with, don't like, don't understand, fear,
struggle with, compare ourselves to, and judge.
People are the best and worst thing about
human life. Jen Hatmaker knows this all too well,
and so she reveals how to practice kindness,
grace, truthfulness, vision, and love to ourselves
and those around us. By doing this, 'For the
Love' leads our generation to reimagine Jesus'
grace as a way of life, and it does it in a funny
yet profound manner that Christian readers will
love. Along the way, Hatmaker shows readers
how to reclaim their prophetic voices and
become Good News again to a hurting, polarized
world.
Simple and Free - Jen Hatmaker 2021
Why do we pursue more when we'd be happier
with less? Now in hardcover for the first time,
this is the story of how New York Times
bestselling author Jen Hatmaker and her family
tried to combat overindulgence-and what they
learned about living a truly meaningful life along
the way. Why do we pursue more when we'd be
happier with less?In this updated edition of
7,now in hardcover for the first time, NewYork
Times bestselling author Jen Hatmakertells the
story of how sheand her family tried to combat
overindulgence-and what they learned along
theway about living a truly meaningful life.
Simple and Free is the true story of how Jen
Hatmaker (along with her family) identified
seven areas of excess-food, clothes, spending,
media, possessions, waste, and stress-and made
seven simple choices to fight back against the
modern-day diseases of greed, materialism, and
overindulgence. So, what's the payoff from living
a deeply reduced life? It's the discovery of a
greatly increased connection with God-a call
toward simplicity and generosity that transcends
social experiment to become a radically better
life. In this new edition, written not just for
readers of faith but for everyone who craves a
gentler, simpler life, Hatmaker shares how
sustainability and generosity still impact and
challenge her today. Annotated throughout with
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new reflections from the author, this book offers
thoughtful insights on the vastly different world
of Simple and Free from back when it was first
published as 7, and considers the dramatically
different space Hatmaker occupies now. Simple
and Free is funny, raw, and not a guilt trip in the
making. Come along and discover what Jesus'
version of rich, blessed, and generous might look
like in your life.
Little Horror - Daniel Peak 2021-09-30
Rita may be a baby, but she has the mind (and
attitude) of a teenager. She knows she is not a
normal toddler but when her parents disappear
and a sinister clown and an ice-cream van seem
to be hunting her down, even a soft-play centre
might not be safe...
Making Room for God - Mary Elizabeth Sperry
2018
If cleanliness is next to godliness, do our closets
have anything to say about the state of our
souls? Decluttering became trendy with the
2014 release of Marie Kondo's The LifeChanging Magic of Tidying Up. And while
there's no shortage of secular books promoting
the practice, Making Room for God is the first
book on organization from a Catholic
perspective. Self-proclaimed pack rat Mary
Elizabeth Sperry will help you make decluttering
a prayerful, peace-filled, and soul-expanding
experience. Popular Catholic speaker and Bible
expert Mary Elizabeth Sperry explores the
relationship between our stuff and Catholic
beliefs about grace, sin, repentance, prayer, and
the common good. She boldly affirms the
goodness of our stuff and of God's abiding
presence in the worldly goods all around us. She
also reminds us of how sin can distort our
relationships, including the ones we have with
our possessions. Through spiritual disciplines-especially prayer, fasting, and almsgiving--we
can protect this relationship so that we own our
possessions but they don't own us. Making Room
for God offers an enticing and entertaining
approach to decluttering, discipleship, and the
spiritual life that makes tidying up seem almost
fun. Writing from an unabashedly Catholic
perspective and with convincing practicality,
Sperry looks at the role of material goods in the
life of a follower of Jesus. Each chapter includes
humorous and often self-deprecating details of
the author's own journey through decluttering to
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help us believe that we, too, can simplify.
Alongside these adventures are Sperry's rich
spiritual insights gleaned from extensive
knowledge of the Church's tradition and helpful
exercises for freeing ourselves from clutter and
the temptation to sin it so often harbors. Sperry
draws liberally from the Bible, liturgy, Fathers of
the Church, lives of the saints, and Church
teaching--especially that of Pope Francis--as she
explores the relationship between our stuff and
our spiritual lives. Practical elements offer a
step-by-step approach to decluttering living
spaces, getting rid of unused and excess items,
and limiting future accumulation.
7 - Jen Hatmaker 2012
A pastor's wife recounts her family's humorous
and inspiring experiences while conducting a
seven-month experiment to reduce their
dependence on material consumption by
selecting seven areas of excess and making
seven decisions to combat it.
Activist Faith - Dillon Burroughs 2014-02-27
Join the cofounders of the dynamic Activist Faith
movement (ActivistFaith.org) as they shine a
light on Christians who are moving beyond
politics and opinion to actively engage 12
divisive social issues. Activist Faith shares
biblical contexts, personal stories, and practical
guidance for a new generation of Christian
activists.
7 Days of Christmas - Jen Hatmaker
2019-10-01
What is the payoff from living a deeply reduced
life at Christmas? It’s the discovery of a greatly
increased God; a call toward Christ-like
generosity.
Simple and Free: Study Guide - Jen Hatmaker
2021-03-23
Packed with tools and practices, this study guide
takes us deeper into Simple & Free: 7
Experiments Against Excess by New York Times
bestselling author Jen Hatmaker, helping us
combat the areas of overindulgence and excess
in our lives, freeing us to feel less stressed and
more fulfilled. In Simple & Free, first published
as 7, Jen Hatmaker gave readers the story of
how her reckoning with excess and materialism
turned into a social experiment—which soon
propelled a spiritual movement. Now, in this
study guide, Hatmaker invites us to delve deeper
into solutions and practices for our own seven
7-experimental-mutiny-against-excess

areas of excess—from stress to spending to
social media. This nine-week study guide walks
us through these excesses and equips us with
practical tools for creating solutions—and
making this idea a way of life, not just an
experiment. Taking the best from Simple & Free
and packing these points with Scripture followed
by prompting questions, this resource is broken
down into focused, thematically organized weeks
for readers to explore patterns and solutions
around sustainability and gratitude in greater
depth. What’s the payoff from living a deeply
reduced life? It’s the discovery of a greatly
increased connection with God—a call toward
simplicity and generosity that transcends social
experiment to become a radically better life.
Simple and Free: Guided Journal Foe - J. M. Coetzee 2017-02-07
With the same electrical intensity of language
and insight that he brought to Waiting for the
Barbarians, J.M. Coetzee reinvents the story of
Robinson Crusoe—and in so doing, directs our
attention to the seduction and tyranny of
storytelling itself. J.M. Coetzee's latest novel,
The Schooldays of Jesus, is now available from
Viking. Late Essays: 2006-2016 will be available
January 2018. In 1720 the eminent man of
letters Daniel Foe is approached by Susan
Barton, lately a castaway on a desert island. She
wants him to tell her story, and that of the
enigmatic man who has become her rescuer,
companion, master and sometimes lover: Cruso.
Cruso is dead, and his manservant, Friday, is
incapable of speech. As she tries to relate the
truth about him, the ambitious Barton cannot
help turning Cruso into her invention. For as
narrated by Foe—as by Coetzee himself—the
stories we thought we knew acquire depths that
are at once treacherous, elegant, and
unexpectedly moving.
Sacred Pace - Terry Looper 2019-02-26
How do we hear from God and discern His will
when it’s time to make big decisions? Terry
Looper shares a four-step process for doing just
that - a process he has learned and refined over
thirty years as a Christian entrepreneur and
founder of a multi-billion dollar company. At just
thirty-six years old, Terry Looper was a
successful Christian businessman who thought
he had it all—until managing all he had led to a
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devastating burnout. Wealthy beyond his wildest
dreams but miserable beyond belief, Terry
experienced a radical transformation when he
discovered how to align himself with God’s will
in the years following his crash and burn. Sacred
Pace is a four-step process that helps Christians
in all walks of life learn how to slow down their
decision-making under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, sift through their surface desires and
sinful patterns in order to receive clear, peacefilled answers from the Lord, gain the confident
assurance that God’s answers are His way of
fulfilling the true desires he has placed in their
hearts, and grow closer to the One who loves
them most and knows them best. This book is
not another example of name-it-and-claim-it
materialism in disguise. Instead, it walks readers
through the sometimes-painful process of “dying
to self” in their decisions, both big and small, so
that they desire God’s will more than their own.
7: An Experimental Mutiny Against Excess
(Updated and Revised) - Jen Hatmaker
2020-03-03
Why do we pursue more when we'd be happier
with less? This is the story of how New York
Times bestselling author Jen Hatmaker and her
family tried to combat overindulgence—and
what they learned about living a truly
meaningful life along the way. Do you feel
trapped in the machine of excess? Jen Hatmaker
was. Her friends were. And some might say that
our culture is. Jen once considered herself
unmotivated by the lure of prosperity, but after
she was called “rich” by an undeniably poor
child, evidence to the contrary mounted and a
social experiment turned spiritual journey was
born. 7 is the true story of how Jen (along with
her husband and her children) took seven
months, identified seven areas of excess, and
made seven simple choices to fight back against
the modern-day diseases of materialism and
overindulgence: food, clothes, possessions,
media and technology, spending, waste, and
stress. So, what’s the payoff from living a deeply
reduced life? It’s the discovery of a greatly
increased God—a call toward Christ-like
simplicity and generosity that transcends a
social experiment to become a radically better
life. Revised and updated to reflect newer
challenges of modern life, 7 is funny, raw, and
not a guilt trip in the making, so come along and
7-experimental-mutiny-against-excess

consider what Jesus’ version of rich, blessed,
and generous might look like in your life.
Girl Talk - Jen Hatmaker 2014-02-27
Women are relational by design, but in the
frenzy of everyday life friendships are often the
first casualty on an overwhelming to-do list. Girl
Talk helps explain 5 levels of communication
that nurture intimacy. Reset your priorities while
studying God’s design for community. Leader’s
guide included. If using in a group, personal
study is needed between meetings. 5 sessions
Ms. Understood - Jen Hatmaker 2015-08-07
Throughout time, women have been identified in
many conflicting ways. Sometimes goddesses,
slaves, or seductresses, but always
misunderstood—by themselves and others. Jen
Hatmaker uses examples from the five women
named in Jesus’ lineage to help identify who a
daughter of Christ is. From the woman who
acted like a prostitute to the woman who was
one, the widow to the adulteress to the mother,
each has something to pass on.
Tune In - Jen Hatmaker 2014-02-27
Cant hear God though the cell phone, the kids,
and the endless static of life? Discover over 20
ways God speaks to us, and learn to tune in to
the power of divine conversation. The 5 sessions
of this womens Bible study from the Modern
Girls Bible Study series talk about what is really
important to you, such as your relationships,
work, stress, sexuality, and forgiveness. Includes
leaders guide with discussion questions. If using
in a group, personal study is needed between
meetings.
Beyond the Enneagram - Marilyn Vancil
2022-10-18
Step into the transformative life God invites you
to enjoy, using the wisdom of the Enneagram
paired with fresh tools and insights. “If you long
to be free from the coping mechanisms that keep
you stuck, this is the book for you!”—Amy Wicks,
Enneagram life coach for female entrepreneurs
For more than thirty years, Marilyn Vancil has
studied, written about, and taught the
Enneagram. She knows full well how using this
system of nine personality types in combination
with deep scriptural truths can lead people to a
life of freedom. Now Vancil offers a way to
deeper wholeness beyond the classic
Enneagram. Vancil proposes an enhancement,
called The Drawing, which includes the
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Enneagram’s wisdom “but also focuses inwardly
toward the center space and extends beyond the
existing circle. . . . As with other spirals and
circles to illustrate the spiritual life, the primary
movement of The Drawing is toward the middle
space, our Spiritual Center, the transcendent
way of knowing beyond the more commonly
recognized Centers of the Gut, Heart, and Head
used to categorize the Enneagram types.” The
Drawing depicts the holy attraction of our spirits
toward God’s spirit as our ultimate destiny.
Vancil presents these sacred shifts to lead us
from debilitating self-orientation to Godcentered living: • from What I Am to Who I Am •
from Reactive to Responsive • from Bondage to
Freedom • from Wounded to Whole • from
Shakable to Unshakable • from Burdened to
Rested The wisdom and practical steps that
Marilyn Vancil provides will lead you to places of
profound spiritual discovery and help you chart
a course toward the wiser, more spiritually
attuned person you long to become.
It's All About the Small Things - Melanie Shankle
2019-10-01
In It's All About the Small Things—formerly
titled Church of the Small Things—Melanie
Shankle helps you embrace what it means to live
a simple, yet incredibly meaningful life and how
to find all the beauty and laughter that lies right
beneath the surface of every ordinary, incredible
day. Also features bullet journaling pages and
exclusive lists of the small things that bring
Melanie joy, including her favorite TV shows and
movies to fashion must-haves and more! Is my
ordinary, everyday life actually significant? Is it
okay to be fulfilled by the simple acts of raising
kids, working in an office, and cooking chicken
for dinner? It's been said, "Life is not measured
by the number of breaths we take, but by the
number of moments that take our breath away."
The pressure of that can be staggering as we
spend our days looking for that big thing that
promises to take our breath away. Meanwhile,
we lose sight of the small significance of fully
living with every breath we take. Melanie
Shankle, New York Times bestselling author and
writer at The Big Mama Blog tackles these
questions head on. Easygoing and relatable, she
speaks directly to the heart of women of all ages
who are longing to find significance and
meaning in the normal, sometimes mundane
7-experimental-mutiny-against-excess

world of driving carpool to soccer practice,
attending class on their college campus, cooking
meals for their family, or taking care of a sick
loved one. The million little pieces that make a
life aren't necessarily glamorous or far-reaching.
But God uses some of the smallest, most
ordinary acts of faithfulness--and sometimes
they look a whole lot like packing lunch.
Interrupted - Jen Hatmaker 2014-07-01
Interrupted follows the author’s messy journey
through life and church and into living on
mission. Snatching Jen from the grip of her
consumer life, God began asking her questions
like, “What is really the point of My Church?
What have I really asked of you?” She was far
too busy doing church than being church, even
as a pastor’s wife, an author of five Christian
books, and a committed believer for 26 years.
She discovered she had missed the point. Christ
brought Jen and her family to a place of living on
mission by asking them tough questions, leading
them through Scripture, and walking together
with them on the path. Interrupted invites
readers to take a similar journey.
7 Days of Simplicity - Jen Hatmaker 2020-09-15
Inspired by her iconic 7: An Experimental
Mutiny Against Excess, New York Timesbestselling author Jen Hatmaker explores the
spiritual side of a simpler life and the way our
choices affect our spirit, our loved ones, our
community, and the earth in her new gift book 7
Days of Simplicity: A Season of Living Lightly. In
7 Days of Simplicity Hatmaker shares from her
own experiences in living lightly, “finding deep
delight in exactly what you have and where you
are, never letting anyone shame you out of
simplicity or contentment.” Throughout the book
are excerpts of Jen’s own journey to offer hope,
humor, facts, and encouragement for the reader
with a fresh look at how our own daily choices
affect the sustainability of our lives and God’s
earth. The book confronts our desire to compete
in the all-consuming consumer-goods game
calling the reader to slow down, catch a breath,
live with intention, and live like today is all we
have, because those small ripples eventually
make big waves for everyone.
Of Mess and Moxie - Jen Hatmaker 2017-08-08
Life is messy for each of us. But Jen Hatmaker
reminds us that it's okay to admit that we're all
in the same boat. Join New York Times
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bestselling author and honorary big sister Jen as
she shares hilarious tales, shameless honesty,
and unconditional hope for the woman who's
forgotten her moxie. We will endure
discouragement, heartbreak, failure, and
suffering. All of us. And more than once. But we
are the very same folks who can experience
triumph, perseverance, joy, and rebirth. More
than once. And in more than one category. And
in more than one season. And that? That's moxie.
Moxie reaches for laughter, for courage, for the
deep and important truth that women are
capable of weathering the storm. We are not
victims, we are not weak, we are not a sad,
defeated group of sob sisters. Yes, life is hard,
but we are incredibly resilient. Of Mess and
Moxie shines a light on Jen's own triumphs and
tragedies into a sigh of relief for all normal,
fierce women everywhere. Whether it's the time
she drove to the wrong city for a fourth-grade
field trip or the way she learned to truly forgive,
she offers a reminder to those of us who
sometimes hide in the car eating crackers that
we do actually have the moxie to get back up
and face our messes head-on. After all, this race
is not a contest--there's enough abundance to go
around. This book will give you the
encouragement you need to remember that:
Your mess is normal You are not in competition
with your peers--your seat at the table is secure
You have incredible gifts to offer Come
alongside Jen as she teaches us that we can all
choose to live undaunted and in the moment, no
matter what the moments hold, and we really
can lead vibrant, courageous, grace-filled lives.
Simple and Free - Jen Hatmaker 2022-03-29
Why do we pursue more when we’d be happier
with less? In this updated edition of 7, New York
Times bestselling author Jen Hatmaker tells the
story of how she and her family tried to combat
overindulgence—and what they learned along
the way about living a truly meaningful life.
Simple and Free is the true story of how Jen
Hatmaker (along with her family) identified
seven areas of excess—food, clothes, spending,
media, possessions, waste, and stress—and
made seven simple choices to fight back against
the modern-day diseases of greed, materialism,
and overindulgence. So, what’s the payoff from
living a deeply reduced life? It’s the discovery of
a greatly increased connection with God—a call
7-experimental-mutiny-against-excess

toward simplicity and generosity that transcends
social experiment to become a radically better
life. In this new edition, written not just for
readers of faith but for everyone who craves a
gentler, simpler life, Hatmaker shares how
sustainability and generosity still impact and
challenge her today. Annotated throughout with
new reflections from the author, this book offers
thoughtful insights on the vastly different world
of Simple and Free from back when it was first
published as 7, and considers the dramatically
different space Hatmaker occupies now. Simple
and Free is funny, raw, and not a guilt trip in the
making. Come along and discover what Jesus’
version of rich, blessed, and generous might look
like in your life.
Christian Minimalism - Becca Ehrlich
2021-05-17
Focus on what matters most—and intentionally
remove the rest. Logically, we all know our
purpose in life is not wrapped up in
accumulating possessions, wealth, power, and
prestige—Jesus is very clear about that—but
society tells us otherwise. Christian Minimalism
attempts to cut through our assumptions and
society’s lies about what life should look like and
invites readers into a life that Jesus calls us to
live: one lived intentionally, free of physical,
spiritual, and emotional clutter. Written by a
woman who simplified her own life and practices
these principles daily, this book gives readers a
fresh perspective on how to live out God’s grace
for us in new and exciting ways and live out our
faith in a way that is deeply satisfying.
On the Bright Side - Melanie Shankle
2020-02-25
Big Mama blog founder and New York Times
bestselling author Melanie Shankle helps us sort
through our questions about being true to
ourselves in a world gone crazy and what
matters the most in the end. These days, so
many voices tell us what to do, what to think,
and what kind of parent or friend or spouse to be
that it's easy to feel overwhelmed and defeated.
Somewhere in the midst of online arguments
and crazy politics and the ups and downs of life,
we've lost sight of the gifts that are all around
us: kindness, love, mercy, and joy. In On the
Bright Side, Melanie Shankle reminds us of the
unchanging principles we can count on in a
changing world. These are lessons that Melanie
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has learned along the way about how to find all
the joy that life has to offer--and why
encouragement is never something to keep to
ourselves. Melanie invites us to lead with love in
all areas of our lives, exploring topics such as:
Finding your people Giving up on comparing and
competing Aging (kind of) gracefully Believing in
ever after Staying mostly sane while raising kids
Thinking before speaking Making decisions And
more! This delightful memoir highlights the joys
of life told in Melanie's down to earth, relatable,
and totally enjoyable style. On the Bright Side is
a how-to guide to knowing--and living--what
matters most.
Crazy Busy - Kevin DeYoung 2013-09-23
Winner of the 2014 Christian Book of the Year
Award “I’M TOO BUSY!” We’ve all heard it.
We’ve all said it. All too often, busyness gets the
best of us. Just one look at our jam-packed
schedules tells us how hard it can be to strike a
well-reasoned balance between doing nothing
and doing it all. That’s why award-winning
author and pastor Kevin DeYoung addresses the
busyness problem head on in his newest book,
Crazy Busy — and not with the typical arsenal of
time management tips, but rather with the
biblical tools we need to get to the source of the
issue and pull the problem out by the roots.
Highly practical and super short, Crazy Busy will
help you put an end to “busyness as usual.”
7 Experiment - Jen Hatmaker 2017-07-25
7 Experiment Workbook. A guided journey
through the 7 major areas of excess and clutter
that we need to minimize and fight against.
American life can be excessive, to say the least.
And I was living it. In fact, all I wanted was
more. Was there even such a thing as enough?
My family finally decided that we wanted to do
something about it, and that's where 7 came in.
SEVEN was an experiment. We decided that we
were going to try - just try - to address 7 places
in our lives where we were overdoing it: Food,
Clothes, Possessions, Media, Waste, Spending,
and Stress. Simply put - SEVEN changed our
lives. I think it can change yours, too. Learn How
to be Free
A Mutiny in Time (Infinity Ring, Book 1) James Dashner 2015-07-28
The New York Times bestselling multi-platform
series returns in paperback! When best friends
Dak Smyth and Sera Froste stumble upon the
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secret of time travel -- a hand-held device known
as the Infinity Ring -- they're swept up in a
centuries-long secret war for the fate of
mankind. Recruited by the Hystorians, a secret
society that dates back to Aristotle, the kids
learn that history has gone disastrously off
course. Now it's up to Dak, Sera, and teenage
Hystorian-in-training Riq to travel back in time
to fix the Great Breaks... and to save Dak's
missing parents while they're at it. First stop:
Spain, 1492, where a sailor named Christopher
Columbus is about to be thrown overboard in a
deadly mutiny!
When Invisible Children Sing - Chi Cheng
Huang 2013-02-01
Expecting to treat some mildly ill children from
the streets of Bolivia on a quick “service trip,”
an idealistic young medical student gets more
than he bargained for when he takes a year off
from Harvard Medical School to work at an
orphanage in La Paz. As he comes to know the
children and sees how they live, Chi Huang is
drawn deeper and deeper into their complex and
desperate lives. The doctor soon realizes that to
truly help these children, he will have to follow
the example of Jesus: live among them, love
them in spite of their brokenness, and cling to
his faith in God’s goodness, even when it
appears it is nowhere to be found. A true story
that will inspire and challenge readers to greater
faith and action.
Who Murdered Mr. Malone? - Hope Callaghan
2014-12-08
Who Murdered Mr. Malone? is Book 1 in the
Garden Girls Cozy Mysteries SeriesBONUS RECIPES INCLUDED!Nothing exciting ever
happens in the small town of Belhaven. Nothing
that is, until a body was found in the woods
behind the local elementary school. With the
entire town in an uproar, "Garden Girl" Gloria
Rutherford makes it her personal mission to find
the killer or killers and solve the mystery with
some help from her friends. With a little amateur
detective work, Gloria is able to uncover enough
clues that point right to the murderer. She's
about to discover, however, things aren't always
as clear cut as they would appear.
You Are a Badass Every Day - Jen Sincero
2018-12-04
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author,
reach your goals with this pocket-size inspiration
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and guidance to keep your transformation on
track For anyone who has ever had trouble
staying motivated while trailblazing towards
badassery, You Are a Badass Every Day is the
companion to keep you fresh, grateful, mighty,
and driven. In one hundred exercises,
reflections, and cues that you can use to
immediately realign your mind and keep your
focus unwavering, this guide will show you how
to keep the breakthroughs catalyzed by
Sincero’s iconic books You Are a Badass and You
Are a Badass at Making Money going. Owning
your power to ascend to badassery is just the
first step in creating the life you deserve—You
Are A Badass Every Day is the accountability
buddy you can keep in your back pocket to
power through obstacles, overcome the doubts
that hold you back from greatness, and keep the
fires of determination roaring while you reach
your goals.
Fierce, Free, and Full of Fire - Jen Hatmaker
2020-04-21
No more hiding or people-pleasing up in here,
sisters. No more being sidelined in your own life.
It is time for us to be brave, to claim our gifts
and quirks and emotions. You are set free and
set up and set on fire. NOW you can get busy
doing what you were placed on this planet to do.
NOW you can be honest, honest, honest about all
of it, even the hard stuff, even the humiliating
stuff, even the secret stuff. NOW you can walk in
your convictions of faith and ask new questions
unafraid. NOW you can be so free, because you
are not searching for value from any source
other than your own beautiful soul made piece
by piece by God who adores you and is ready to
get on with the business of unleashing you into
this world. In this book, I break it down into five
self-reflective categories—who I am, what I
need, what I want, what I believe, and how I
connect—and by working your way through
them, you will learn to own your space, ground,
and gifts (they are YOURS, sister); be strong in
your relationships and lay down passive
aggression, resentment, drama, and compliance;
say GUILT-FREE what you want and what you
need; and welcome spiritual curiosity and all the
fantastic change that doing so creates. You with
me, beloveds? If we do this work on our own
selves now, not only will we discover a life truly
worth living, but we will free our daughters to
7-experimental-mutiny-against-excess

rise up behind us, with spines straight, heads up,
and coated in our strength.
1000+ Little Things Happy Successful
People Do Differently - Marc Chernoff
2019-05-21
New York Times-bestselling authors Marc and
Angel Chernoff deliver instant inspiration and
powerful advice for becoming our best selves.
Millions of readers turn to Marc and Angel
Chernoff for fresh, intimate insights for a
fulfilled life. In this pithy and empowering guide,
they collect the very best advice they've
discovered, on topics that include overcoming
setbacks, letting go of what's holding us back,
nurturing relationships, finding time for selfcare, and cultivating passion in order to achieve
our wildest dreams. Topics include: 10 Mistakes
Unhappy People Make 28 Ways to Stop
Complicating Your Life 12 Tough Truths That
Help You Grow 12 Amazingly Achievable Things
to Do Today 10 Timeless Lessons for a Life WellLived A perfect gift for a loved one or ourselves,
this deceptively simple book is a touchstone to
return to for a boost of motivation and
inspiration.
When Less Becomes More - Emily Ley
2019-11-12
Women today are more fatigued, burned out,
and overwhelmed than ever. You may feel like
your life is frantic––that you're running on
empty. In When Less Becomes More, you'll learn
how to live a life of more in a world that often
overwhelms to the point of burnout.
Smartphones constantly ping and alert and
demand your attention. And social media can eat
up hours of your days with mindless scrolling
and tapping while leaving you feeling empty and
lonely. Add to that family commitments, work
that is accessible around the clock, and
overscheduling, and you have a life that can feel
out of control. In When Less Becomes More,
Emily Ley, author of the bestselling Grace, Not
Perfection and Growing Boldly, takes you on a
journey out of that empty place and shows you
how to fill your wells with the nourishment that
only true connection can provide. She also
presents some radical concepts that push
against the tethers of modern life, with the
promise that more of the good stuff comes when
we say yes to less of what keeps us empty: Less
Noise, More Calm Less Fake, More Real Less
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Rush, More Rhythm Less Liking, More Loving
Less Distraction, More Connection Less Chasing,
More Cherishing Less Stuff, More Treasures
Getting to more might require some outside-thebox changes, some unraveling of the patterns
you have adopted, and some reworking of the
day to day. Build a life based on your core values
instead of slipping into a life dictated by society
or what's "normal." Because you weren't made
for normal. You were made for more––for a life
of fullness, dreaming, and lasting joy.
Out of the Spin Cycle - Jen Hatmaker 2010-06
A Bible teacher with a keen understanding of
women offers forty devotions for moms based on
the words and deeds of Jesus.
Make Over - Jen Hatmaker 2014-02-27
In this 5-session Bible study on character, you’ll
see what women from the Bible have to say
about balancing our sanity with great
expectations. With her infectious humor and
honest voice, Jen Hatmaker shares insights that
will help you manage your time, set priorities
and boundaries, and organize your world.
Leader’s guide included with discussion
questions. If using in a group, personal study is
needed between meetings.
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A Modern Girl's Guide to Bible Study - Jen
Hatmaker 2014-02-27
Written specifically for today’s busy women, this
book offers user-friendly advice on how to get
the most from personal Bible study time.
Transform the academic nature of Bible study
into a fresh, simple format that will radically
change the way you interact with Scripture
forever. This great leader’s resource can be used
with the Modern Girl’s Bible Study series or as a
tool for discipleship ministry.
The Stand - Stephen King 2011
A monumentally devastating plague leaves only
a few survivors who, while experiencing dreams
of a battle between good and evil, move toward
an actual confrontation as they migrate to
Boulder, Colorado.
7 Experiment - Jen Hatmaker 2012-12-03
This study will lead you through this same
experiment, at whatever level you choose, in
seven key areas: food, clothes, spending, media,
possessions, waste, and stress.
Interrupted - Jen Hatmaker 2009
Learn how Jesus can radically interrupt your life
and be found where He promised to be: with the
least among us.
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